
 

 

 
 

To assist our libraries and their extended staff as the SIP2 protocols are released, please reference 
the following scenario detailing our current SIP methods—used for patron authentication on the 
hoopla platform—as well as the changes to each method when the new protocols are rolled out: 

Current SIP methods: 

hoopla currently uses 4 SIP methods for patron authentication. With each of these methods, note 
the following: 

• hoopla checks the BL field which returns a response of YES or NO on if a patron library 
card number was found, and then checks to see if card number is valid. 

o NOTE: In this method the BL field is not checking on the patron’s borrowing status, 
it is simply checking to see if a library card has been entered into the app, and if 
the library card number is valid. 

• If a PIN is required by the library, hoopla checks the BL field which returns a response of 
YES or NO if the PIN is valid. 

• If a PIN is required by the library, hoopla also checks the CQ field which returns a response 
of YES or NO if the PIN is valid. 

• If specific patron rules have been set up for the library, hoopla checks the AF field for 
several patron statuses which may include: status on expired library cards, status on 
patron account blocks, etc. 

Updated SIP methods: 

hoopla will make updates to all 4 SIP methods outlines above. With each of these methods, note 
the following updates: 

• hoopla will continue to check the BL field which returns a response of yes or no on if a 
patron’s library card number was found as well as checks to see if the card number is 
valid. 

• If a PIN is required by the library, hoopla will now check the BL field and then the CQ field 
to verify that the PIN is valid. If the CQ field returns a response of no, then the patron will 
now be blocked until their PIN is corrected. 

• If specific patron rules have been set up for the library hoopla will continue to check for 
these. Such as checking the AF field for patron statuses including expired library cards, 
patron account blocks, etc. 

• hoopla has added authentication on the following patron status fields (SIP status 
positions): 

o 0 (charge privileges denied) 
o 1 (renewal privileges denied) 
o 4 (card reported lost or stolen) 


